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A SUPERBLY PRESENTED AND DECEPTIVELY SPACIOUS DETACHED RESIDENCE 

OFFERING UNEXPECTED LEVELS OF FAMILY SIZE ACCOMMODATION IN THE HEART 

OF SCARTHO 

 

  

£299,500 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the upper level there is the Master Bedroom with its own 

walk-in wardrobe and ensuite Shower Room which can also 

be independently accessed from the Landing for flexibility of 

use. A second upstairs Bedroom is of excellent size and 

could suit occupants of any age from toddlers through to 

teenagers. The accommodation benefits from gas central 

heating, uPVC framed double glazing and a security alarm 

for peace of mind. 

 

The gardens extend to around 200’ft. in total depth and are 

one of the property's most delightful elements and include 

extensive lawns, established trees and shrubs and plenty of 

paved areas for al-fresco dining and enjoying the sunshine. 

The Garage is much larger than average and built to an 

excellent standard and although the side drive is a little too 

narrow for full vehicle usage is ideal for bikes, motorbikes 

and general storage. To the front there is ample gravelled 

parking for several vehicles and established shrubs provide a 

good level of privacy. 

 

The village of Scartho is a delight with its specialist retailers, 

tearooms, tapas bars and other general shopping facilities. 

The property falls within the catchment of well regarded 

schools including the Tollbar Academy for 11 - 18 year olds 

and additional facilities include the Health Centre and the 

Rose and Crown Public House. The Diana Princess of Wales 

Hospital is only a short walk away too. 

 

All in all No.244 Scartho Road is a wonderful home 

combining traditional virtues of 1920s styling with the must 

have features of a modern family home. Viewing can be 

arranged through the Agents on Grimsby 311000. EPC 

Rating - C 

The Property 
 

Located in the heart of the very popular "village" of Scartho 

this classic 1920s detached bungalow has been significantly 

extended from the original and then further enhanced by the 

addition of first floor accommodation to create a wonderful 

family size home. The project has been undertaken as a 

labour of love by the current long term owners and viewing is 

highly recommended and essential to fully appreciate their 

endeavours and the end result. 

 

Principal features of the accommodation include the long 

centrally positioned corridor hallway, the impressive main 

Lounge with its oak fireplace and French doors to the garden 

and the superbly proportioned Living Kitchen which can offer 

space for sitting and dining in addition to its comprehensive 

range of oak finish units and provision for freestanding 

appliances.  A handy Utility Room leads off the Living 

Kitchen and French doors open directly to the rear garden 

for easy transfer between the indoor and outdoor spaces. 

 

A key element of the property's appeal will be the flexibility of 

its use with potentially three ground floor bedrooms and two 

upstairs. At present the owners use one of the downstairs 

rooms as a lovely Dining Room and another as a home gym 

but they would be great as bedrooms if needed. The Family 

Bathroom is at ground floor level and features a white suite 

including a bath and a separate clear shower cubicle. An 

enclosed Staircase Hall is large enough to use as a Study 

perhaps and from there a spindle staircase leads to the first 

floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Accommodation 
 

GROUND FLOOR  

  

RECEPTION HALL  

A good length corridor style hallway with doors accessing 

all the ground floor accommodation. There are two central 

heating radiators. 

 
LOUNGE  
5.64m (18'6") x 3.96m (13'0") 

A lovely room at the rear of the house and with French 

doors opening into the rear garden. There is a classic 

style oak fireplace with an enclosed living flame gas fire 

and a Portuguese marble inset. There are wall light points 

and a central heating radiator. 

 

DINING ROOM/BEDROOM FOUR  

4.39m (14'5") x 3.61m (11'10") plus bay 

A room offering flexible space and with a central heating 

radiator. 

 
DINING KITCHEN  
5.61m (18'5") x 4.83m (15'10") 

A very spacious kitchen with ample space for the largest 

of dining tables and scope to create a sitting area if 

required. The room features a range of medium oak finish 

wall and base cabinets with speckled worksurfaces 

incorporating a single drainer white ceramic 1.5 bowl sink 

unit. The cabinets include glazed display cupboards and 

there is a wide recess for a range cooker with a stainless 

steel extractor canopy above. French doors open into the 

garden, the floor is tiled and there is a central heating 

radiator. 

 
UTILITY ROOM  
2.74m (9'0") x 1.52m (5'0") 

With provision for appliances, a central heating radiator 

and an Alpha gas combination boiler. 

 
BEDROOM THREE  

3.78m (12'5") x 3.66m (12'0") plus bay 

A well proportioned double bedroom at the front of the 

property. Central heating radiator. 

 
BEDROOM FIVE  
3.66m (12'0") x 2.69m (8'10") 

Currently used as a home gym but ideal as a bedroom or 

study perhaps. Central heating radiator. 

 
FAMILY BATHROOM  
3.73m (12'3") x 2.03m (6'8") 

A lovely bathroom with a white suite comprising a panel 

bath with a mixer/rinser tap, a column pedestal 

washbasin and a w.c. There is a clear shower cubicle 

housing the chrome fixed head mixer shower, the 

bathroom walls are half tiled and the floor is also tiled. 

There is a central heating radiator. 
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STAIRCASE HALL  

3.76m (12'4") x 2.95m (9'8") 

An enclosed hallway with space for alternative uses and 

from where the spindle balustrade staircase leads to the 

first floor. Central heating radiator. 

 

 
FIRST FLOOR  
  

LANDING  

  

MASTER BEDROOM  

5.64m (18'6") max x 3.89m (12'9") 

An excellent bedroom with a useful walk-in wardrobe and 

a door opening to the en-suite Shower Room. There is a 

central heating radiator and part sloping ceilings. 

 
ENSUITE SHOWER ROOM  

3.05m (10'0") x 1.57m (5'2") 

Featuring a white suite comprising a pedestal washbasin, 

a w.c. and a clear shower cubicle with a chrome mixer 

shower. There is a chrome heated towel warmer and a 

Velux style window and the walls are half tiled. For 

convenience and flexibility the Shower Room can also be 

accessed directly from the Landing. 

 
BEDROOM TWO  
4.75m (15'7") max x 3.96m (13'0") 

With a useful store cupboard/wardrobe, a dormer style 

front window and a central heating radiator. 

 

 
OUTSIDE  

 

GARAGE  
6.93m (22'9") x 4.47m (14'8") 

A larger than average Garage with an electric roller door, 

electric light and power and a side entrance door. 

 

The property stands within beautiful established gardens 

of around one fifth of an acre on the western side of 

Scartho Road. To the front mature shrubs and trees 

provide a good degree of privacy and there is a lawned 

area plus plenty of gravelled parking for several vehicles. 

Double steel gates give access to the property and further 

wooden gates enclose the limited width side driveway 

whilst at the rear there is an extensive block paved area in 

front of the garage plus a paved rear patio/terrace ideal 

for enjoying the sunshine. The remainder of the garden is 

lawned with hedgerow boundaries and a number of fruit 

trees, a stepping stone pathway and a garden shed. 
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SERVICES  

Mains gas, water, electricity and drainage are connected. 

 
CENTRAL HEATING  

Comprises radiators as detailed above connected to the 

Alpha gas combination boiler. 

 
DOUBLE GLAZING  

The property has the benefit of uPVC framed double 

glazing. 

 
SECURITY  
A security alarm system is installed. 

 
LOCAL AUTHORITY  
North East Lincolnshire Council. 

 
COUNCIL TAX  

Our enquiries of the Local Authority indicate the property 

is currently in Council Tax Band B. Please note this 

assessment will be reviewed following sale due to 

enlargement work undertaken by the current owners. 

 
TENURE  

Freehold - subject to Solicitors verification. 

 
VIEWING  

By appointment through the Agents on Grimsby 311000. 
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SERVICES:  The services to, and the fittings and 
appliances within, this property have not been 
tested and no guarantee can be given as to their 
condition or suitability for their purpose. 
  
DISCLAIMER:  Whilst we endeavour to make our 
sales details accurate and reliable they should not 
be relied on as statements or representations of fact 
and do not constitute part of an offer or contract.  

The Seller does not make or give nor do we or our 
employees have authority to make or give any 
representation or warranty in relation to the 
property. 
  
Please contact the office before viewing the 
property.  If there is any point which is of particular 
importance to you we will be pleased to check the 
information for you and to confirm that the property 

remains available.  This is particularly important if 
you are contemplating travelling some distance to 
view the property.  We would strongly recommend 
that all the information which we provide about the 
property is verified by yourself on inspection and 
also by your conveyancer, especially where 
statements have been made to the effect that the 
information provided has not been verified. 
 
 

Martin Maslin Estate Agents 
4/6 Abbey Walk 

Grimsby 
North East Lincolnshire 

DN31 1NB 
T: 01472 311000   F: 01472 340200 

E: office@martinmaslinestateagents.co.uk 
www.martinmaslinestateagents.co.uk 
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